
Harness digital technology 
to optimize the market access 
potential of assets across the 
development pipeline   



The PRMA Healthcheck®  
is a unique digital 
application that helps 
maximize the value of 
your assets at all stages 
of development 



The PRMA Healthcheck® digital 
application helps you to maximize the 
value of your asset portfolio at all stages 
of development. It drives a systematic 
and robust assessment of the market 
access risks and opportunities based on 
treatment landscapes, pricing potential, 
and evolving payer needs. 

The structured approach to understanding key 
evidence needs allows you to critically evaluate 
market-access readiness and focus on priorities 
that will make a positive difference to the success 
of your product strategy.

Market-specific evidence requirements for 
assets in early and late development are distilled 
into common themes. This forms robust and 
systematic frameworks to support the assessment 
of potential market access success, identification 
of critical issues and opportunities, and provides 
input into clinical and commercial development. 



Enhance insight
Provides a structured assessment of the 
risks and opportunities in multiple markets 
based on a robust methodology. 



Strengthen collaboration
Encourages earlier and effective cross-
functional communication that integrates 
affiliate needs to align on key issues. 



Accelerate action
Identifies actions to mitigate risk and 
facilitates prioritization across markets. 



The unique  
PRMA Healthcheck®  
four-step assessment

Regardless of whether your assets 
are in early or late development, 
the PRMA Healthcheck® digital 
application guides your thinking 
through the perspective of payers and 
follows a consistent and structured 
four-step assessment process.
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SITUATION ANALYSIS  
Identify the potential key issues and 
critical value drivers for the product in 
the therapeutic area / indication from a 
review of current and evolving clinical 
and payer landscape.

HEATMAP 
Use a value assessment framework to 
systematically assess evidence gaps, 
risks or opportunities – assign red/
amber/green ratings indicating level  
of risk if evidence remains absent. 

KEY DRIVERS 
Identify drivers with the highest 
material impact on the route to optimal 
market access. 

ROADMAP 
Build a roadmap of the knowledge, 
insight and evidence needed 
to optimize market access and 
commercialization opportunities.



The PRMA Healthcheck® digital 
application is built around the 
evidence requirements of actual payer 
submission templates for products  
at all stages of development.

It is also used to support market  
access by identifying evidence 
needs through our value assessment 
frameworks that help identify evidence 
needs of different payer types.

The four-step assessment process  
is built with our extensive consultancy 
experience and repeatedly validated by 
clients who trust it to support numerous 
successful commercial launches.  



Tel (US): +1 (215) 440 6880
Tel (UK): +44 (0)1252 786284

info@prmaconsulting.com 
www.prmaconsulting.com

The value provided by the PRMA Healthcheck® takes 
us beyond market access and into commercialization. 
This digital application has enabled us to evaluate 
commercial and access risk and opportunity throughout 
the development pathway.
Executive Director, Integrated Market Access Team,  
top-10 pharmaceutical company

Speechless! The results from the PRMA Healthcheck®  
are truly impressive, and exceed our expectations.  
This consummate piece of work provides a  
comprehensive analysis for our current position  
and an elevated vision for our future plan.
Global Market Access Partner, top-5 pharmaceutical company


